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Growth of strained-Si material using low-temperature Si combined with ion
implantation technology�
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Abstract: In order to fabricate strained-Si MOSFETs, we present a method to prepare strained-Si material with high-
quality surface and ultra-thin SiGe virtual substrate. By sandwiching a low-temperature Si (LT-Si) layer between a
Si buffer and a pseudomorphic Si0:8Ge0:2 layer, the surface roughness root mean square (RMS) is 1.02 nm and the
defect density is 106 cm�2 owing to the misfit dislocations restricted to the LT-Si layer and the threading dislocations
suppressed from penetrating into the Si0:8Ge0:2 layer. By employing PC implantation and rapid thermal annealing,
the strain relaxation degree of the Si0:8Ge0:2 layer increases from 85.09% to 96.41% and relaxation is more uniform.
Meanwhile, the RMS (1.1 nm) varies a little and the defect density varies little. According to the results, the method
of combining an LT-Si layer with ion implantation can prepare high-quality strained-Si material with a high relaxation
degree and ultra-thin SiGe virtual substrate to meet the requirements of device applications.
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1. Introduction

Because of the ability to enhance the electron and hole mo-
bilityŒ1�3�, strained-Si technology including process-induced
uniaxialŒ4�7� and substrate-induced biaxial stressŒ8� has been
widely researched and applied. Process-induced strain is used
in industrial production, attributed to its relatively simple
implementation, while substrate-biaxial strain has not been
adopted yet. The main reason is the difficulty of growing the
low defect density, low surface roughness, high relaxation de-
gree and thin SiGe virtual substrate.

To grow relaxed SiGe virtual substrate, several technolo-
gies have been developed, such as the grading SiGe buffer layer
techniqueŒ9; 10�, ion implantation technologyŒ11�14� and low-
temperature Si (LT-Si) technologyŒ15�18�. A high-quality and
high relaxation degree SiGe virtual substrate can be obtained
by sufficiently thick grading SiGe buffer, but a SiGe buffer
layer of several microns is so thick that it may deteriorate the
performance of the device due to the self-heating effectŒ19�. Ion
implantation technology can achieve a high relaxation degree
and ultra-thin SiGe virtual substrate, while the quality of the re-
laxed SiGe layer is usually destroyedŒ11�. The LT-Si technology
has availability of a high-quality and thin relaxed SiGe virtual
substrate, but the degree of strain relaxation is limited by the
thickness of the SiGe layerŒ20�.

In this paper, a high-quality strained-Si material is firstly
grown using solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) with
sandwiching an LT-Si layer between a Si buffer and a pseudo-
morphic Si0:8Ge0:2 layer. Then, PC implantation, due to the in-
creasing amount of dislocation nucleation sources, is employed
to increase the degree of strain relaxation. Rapid thermal an-

nealing (RTA), due to gliding of dislocations, is used to im-
prove the strain uniformity.

2. Experiment

A key factor of biaxial strained-Si devices is the prepara-
tion of high-quality biaxial strained-Si material with low de-
fect density, low surface roughness, high relaxation degree, and
thin relaxed SiGe virtual substrates. For one thing, the stress
in pseudomorphic SiGe is released under the critical thickness
by misfit dislocation formation in the LT-Si layer, which si-
multaneously suppresses threading dislocation formation in re-
laxed SiGeŒ16�18�. This characteristic of the LT-Si layer can ob-
tain high-quality biaxial strained-Si material with thin relaxed
SiGe virtual substrate. For another, ion implantation can in-
duce point defects to form misfit dislocations with lower nu-
clear energy due to heterogeneous nucleation and dislocation
slip easily in the thermal process. So the relaxation degree and
uniformity of strain are improved by increasing the point de-
fects in the LT-Si layer induced by ion implantation and the
rapid thermal annealing (RTA) process respectively.

According to the discussion above, we designed the epitax-
ial structure shown in Fig. 1. All epitaxial layers are grown on
�-75-mm h100i N-type Si substrate using solid-source MBE.
The key processing is as follows.

Firstly, a 10 nm Si buffer layer was grown at a tempera-
ture of 700 ıC after cleaning. Secondly, a 100 nm LT-Si layer
was grown at 400 ıC. Following the LT-Si layer, a 500 nm
Si0:8Ge0:2 layer was grown at 550 ıC. Finally, an 18 nm Si
layer was grown at 550 ıC as well and the ultimate material
structure was strained-Si/relaxed Si0:8Ge0:2/ LT-Si/Si buffer/Si
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Fig. 1. Structure of the epitaxy layers for biaxial strained-Si material
based on LT-Si technology.

Fig. 2. PC distribution within the sample after ion implantation and
RTA.

substrate.
In addition, to protect the surface from destruction by ion

implantation, a 20 nm SiO2 layer was deposited on the sur-
face before ion implantation. Subsequently, PC implantation
was carried out at an energy of 140 keV and dose of 6 � 1012

cm�2. Finally, the sample was rapid thermal annealed for 15 s
at 1000 ıC in N2 atmosphere and then cleaned by HF solution
to remove the SiO2 layer.

The sample was investigated by atomic force microscopy
(AFM), transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM), double crys-
tal X-ray diffraction (DCXRD) and a spreading resistance
tester.

3. Results and discussion
PC distribution within the sample after ion implantation

and RTA is investigated by a spreading resistance tester. As
shown in Fig. 2, the PC peak value is 2 � 1018 cm�3 and the
position lies at a depth of 0.7 �m. The resistivity nearly equals
that of Si substrate at the 0.5 �m position. From the data, PC

mainly distributes underneath the LT-Si layer with little PC in
the Si0:8Ge0:2 layer, which meets the design goal. Meanwhile,
the results also suggest that the implantation energy is reason-
able. Induced by PC implantation in the LT-Si layer, the point
defects act as the nuclear sources of misfit dislocations. Due
to heterogeneous nucleation, the dislocation nuclear energy of
point defects is so low that numerous dislocations are easily
formed in the annealing process. The result leads to improve-

Fig. 3. DCXRD rocking curves of the sample before (curve a) and
after (curve b) PC implantation and RTA.

ment of the strain relaxation degree of the Si0:8Ge0:2 layer. At
the same time, PC is prevented from implanting into the re-
laxed Si0:8Ge0:2 layer, which avoids inducing point defects in
the relaxed Si0:8Ge0:2 and strained-Si layers and protects crys-
tal quality.

The strain relaxation degree of Si0:8Ge0:2 virtual substrate
is investigated by DCXRD technology before and after PC im-
plantation respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, curves a and b

are the rocking curves of the sample before PC implantation
and RTA respectively. CuK˛1 acts as an X-ray source, whose
wave length is � D 0.154056 nm. The Bragg angle of the Si
substrate on (004) is �Bragg D 34.5646o. Because of having a
greater lattice parameter, the diffraction peak of the Si0:8Ge0:2

layer lies to the left of the Si substrate. From the DCXRD
data, the degree of strain relaxation is 85.09% through calcula-
tionŒ21�, which is incompletely relaxed. At the same time, the
full width of half maximum (FWHM) of relaxed Si0:8Ge0:2 is
much wider, which indicates that the strain has a poor unifor-
mity of relaxation. The reason for the low relaxation degree and
nonuniform strain is that the relaxation mechanism changes at
low temperature compared with high temperature. The relax-
ation mechanism of pseudomorphic SiGe is a dislocation prop-
agating mechanism at high temperature to release misfit strain,
while it is a dislocation forming mechanism at low tempera-
tureŒ22�. So, the degree of strain relaxation is mainly decided
by the amount of dislocation nuclear sources in the LT-Si layer.

After PC implantation and RTA, the peak of relaxed
Si0:8Ge0:2 (curve b in Fig. 3) shifts to the right due to
shortening of the lattice vertical spacing. This suggests that
the strain relaxation degree of relaxed Si0:8Ge0:2 layer in-
creases. By calculation, the strain relaxation degree increases
to 96.41％. The point defects, induced by PC implantation in
the LT-Si layer, become misfit dislocation heterogeneous nu-
cleation sourcesŒ13; 23�. Then, a large number of misfit dislo-
cations forms to release the strain in the incompletely relaxed
Si0:8Ge0:2 layer at RTA processing. Therefore, the strain can
be completely relaxed by increasing the dose of ion implanta-
tion. Furthermore, the FWHMof the relaxed Si0:8Ge0:2 peak is
noticeably narrower compared to that before PC implantation
and RTA. This indicates that the uniformity of strain relaxation
increases, attributed to dislocation slip at RTA processing and
realignment of the misfit dislocation networkŒ17�.

As shown in Fig. 4, we study the dislocation formation in-
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Fig. 4. TEM image of a cross section of Si0:8Ge0:2/LT-Si/Si after
RTA.

side the sample by TEM. From the TEM image, it is clearly
seen that there are many defects in the Si buffer near the sur-
face of the Si substrate, which result from surface damage by
chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) etc. The Si buffer grown
at 700 ıC separates the overgrown layer and improves the qual-
ity of the following LT-Si layer, providing a good surface to
grow pseudomorphic Si0:8Ge0:2 with a smooth Si0:8Ge0:2/LT-
Si interface. Furthermore, it is found that numerous disloca-
tions form in the LT-Si layer to release the strain in the pseudo-
morphic Si0:8Ge0:2 layer. However, the dislocations are held
back from climbing up into the relaxed Si0:8Ge0:2 layer and no
dislocation is observed in the relaxed Si0:8Ge0:2 layer under the
TEM test resolution. This result indicates that the LT-Si layer
not only generates misfit dislocations to release the strain of
the pseudomorphic Si0:8Ge0:2, but also suppresses the thread-
ing dislocation penetration into the relaxed Si0:8Ge0:2 layer.
The result provides the condition to obtain a high-quality sur-
face with a low defect density by suppressing threading dislo-
cations in the Si0:8Ge0:2 layer.

The surface morphology of the sample is investigated by
AFM before and after PC implantation and RTA. Figure 5(a)
shows an AFM testing photo with a scanning range of 5 �

5 �m2 before PC implantation. Figure 5(b) shows an AFM
testing photo with a scanning range of 10 � 10 �m2 after
PC implantation and RTA and removing the SiO2 layer. From
Fig. 5, it is clearly seen that there is cross-hatching along direc-
tion [110] which is caused by surface fluctuations arising from
the misfit dislocation network around the Si0:8Ge0:2/LT-Si in-
terface. By calculation, the surface roughness root mean square
(RMS) is 1.02 nm before PC implantation and the defect den-
sity is 106 cm�2, which is less than that from using ion implan-
tation solely [(3–4) � 107 cm�2�Œ11�. The results indicate that
threading dislocations are suppressed effectively when pseudo-
morphic Si0:8Ge0:2 releases the strain. After PC implantation
and RTA, the RMS becomes 1.1 nm partly due to the different
scanning scope and the defect density hardly varies. The results
suggest that the SiO2 layer is able to protect the surface from

Fig. 5. AFM testing photos of the sample. (a) Before PC implantation
and RTA. (b) After PC implantation and RTA.

damage by ion implantation. The surface is sufficiently flat-
tened and perfect to fabricate high performance devices com-
pared with that using ion implantation technologyŒ11� only.

4. Conclusion

Employing an LT-Si layer, high-quality biaxial strained-
Si material is successfully grown on thin relaxed Si0:8Ge0:2

virtual substrate with an RMS of 1.02 nm, defect density of
106 cm�2 and strain relaxation degree of 85.09%. The mis-
fit dislocations, formed in the LT-Si layer, release the strain
and threading dislocation is effectively suppressed in the pseu-
domorphic Si0:8Ge0:2 layer. Furthermore, the strain relaxation
degree varies from 85.09% to 96.41% by the point defects in-
troduced into the LT-Si layer after PC implantation and RTA,
while the surface roughness RMS only increases 7.8% and de-
fect density varies little.

According to the experimental results we can conclude that
the LT-Si layer can obtain a high-quality surface and ion im-
plantation can offer a high strain relaxation degree. So, it is by
the LT-Si layer method combined with ion implantation that a
high-quality strained-Si material can be prepared with low de-
fect density, low surface roughness, high degree of relaxation
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and ultra-thin relaxed Si1�xGex virtual substrate for high per-
formance strained-Si device applications.
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